The building envelope is made up of many components that work together to keep a building protected from the environment. Without regular inspections and timely repairs, building envelope issues can quickly lead to costly property damage, tenant dissatisfaction, or worse – life safety concerns.

A proper maintenance plan can extend the life of your structure, help you manage to your maintenance budget, and optimize the scheduling of high priority repairs. But where do you begin?

In a two-part educational program for owners, subject matter experts from STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGIES and Building Envelope Consultants and Scientists will discuss effective methodologies for inspections and building envelope repairs. See our schedule below and sign up today!

THURSDAY OCTOBER 15 | 12:00 - 1:00 PM EST
BUILDING ENVELOPE INSPECTIONS

- Understanding the components of a building envelope
- Areas to investigate in an annual facade inspection
- Spotting typical types of building envelope deterioration and serious life safety risks
- Structure access methods

FRIDAY OCTOBER 16 | 12:00 - 1:00 PM EST
BUILDING ENVELOPE REPAIR SOLUTIONS

- How to prioritize and maximize repair dollars
- Proper repair processes and their impact on repair life
- The impact of repair timing on overall service life and repair costs
- Utilizing a turnkey approach to restore and enhance building envelope performance

click to register today: https://webinar.ringcentral.com/webinar/register/WN_F2hZgDTZRa0m3_WaPKZCxQ